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The architecture is based on a dialectical search for new ways of matter representation. We deal 
with the form of contemporary architecture under two approaches: expression and content. The 
article examines how mathematical principles based on natural growth can be applied in 
architectural design to create a dynamic, not static, structure. The dynamic process of the cell and its 
growth provides the basic structure. The continuity of the domain is exemplified by the impact of 
the new forms on the society that has already begun to emerge from the obscurity. The paper argues 
that without a deeper and more receptive connection between geometry and performance from a 
bio-morphogenetic perspective of complex systems. The experimental design methods are applied 
both to generate and to evaluate an architecture of the futuristic lines. These methodological 
frameworks focus on cyclically restated themes in the field of parameterises, which are identified as 
endemic to architecture: the realization of buildings, of multifunctional volumes and customized per 
se through a gradual approach of the architectural properties and the exploitation of a "concept 
construction" integrated as a process, obtained through innovative modelling environments. And so, 
and the reconstruction of architecture as an organ of nature is demonstrated. The new vanguard of 
proto architecture describes difficulties and inconsistencies in the relationship between theories and 
structures, difficulties arising from the very idea of "virtually" itself. It becomes difficult to say that 
a drawing in cyberspace is an architectural form or just a graph of architectural theory; in the 
virtual space, there is no difference between the particular structure and the general 
principle. Therefore, the form is first designed, only after to be constructed. Naturally, it is 
impossible (theoretically or technically) for design and construction processes to take place 
simultaneously. Predictably, bio-morphosis leads to multiple forms of expression, defined and 
transmitted in geometric terms. 
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The emergence of innovative developments in the field of architecture and generative design, biology, 
microbiology, biotechnology, biomimetic, morphogenesis of medicine and nanotechnology defines inclusion of an 
essential definer of the new architectural paradigm, requiring focus on the development of a new methodological 
framework with apparent implications. Aesthetic and technical. This paper investigates the impact of these emerging 
and progressive biological advances on architectural and design practices. Within the current background of 
experimentalizing and hybridization that uses design as a method of exploration and manipulation of current 
biological material, the notion of proto-design and proto-architecture appears as an interdisciplinary, bio-
morphogenetic working methodology, creating technology and a design: hybrid, new materiality and potentially 
unprecedented forms of life [1, 2]. 
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The results of these conditions, hereafter defined as "architectural proto-design" represent assemblies of objects 
partially designed and partly living organisms. The natural/artificial delimitation is progressively extinguished to a 
complete delineation. This new area of research is shown to be more than derived from extended analogies between 
bio-morphological conditions (cellular structures) and human-scale forms (architecture), as they are commonly 
expressed in current bio-architectural works. Proto architecture involves architectural organisms consisting of two 
entities: organic and inorganic [3-6]. 
The experimentation of hybrid design through the generation of bio-architectural compositions requires the 
definition of a new and innovative complex methodological framework [7]. In this context, the architectural 
expression must be considered a concept that presents itself in a state of continuous development, encompassing a 
variety of generative experiments that cannot be assimilated as a coherent and comprehensive organism. Formal 
investigations, more than bodies (an attribute historically defined as a distinct functional apparatus) [8] or assemblies 
(performance-driven and digitally generated geometric systems), represent bio-morpho-genetic composites of 
architecture that sometimes appear as constructed or otherwise defined entities appear instead as living beings [9-11]. 
Proto-architecture is under the auspices of a phenomenon defined as a sum of current terminology: bio-
morphogenesis, biomimetic, parametric, biophilic, organic architecture, biomimicry, machine learning. There are only 
a few people who form the language of the new paradigm, a common terminology of a transdisciplinary topic [12, 13]. 
However, hybrid and experimental architecture continues to be perceived as a domain that is fundamentally removed 
from all such phenomena, primarily when understood as a discipline that does not exclusively concern the built 
environment per se. 
Proto architecture is based on parametric, biomimetic and morphogenetic principles but differs and deviates from 
them. The position adopted by this new area of research, from specific perspectives, differs critically; researches an 
emerging territory that explores current biological generation practices and their implications for the field of 
architecture [14]. 
 
Figure 1. Operations that define the process of the study, creating criteria and hierarchies of shapes/structures/volumes. 
The principles found in organic architecture defined by biology and morphogenesis were used as a definition of the 
design concept. Biomorphic architecture, as defined by Gunter Feuerstein, is an endorsement of the anthropomorphic 
principles applied in the design and design, assuming the establishment of a formal link between nature and 
architecture. Current research suggests that architectural construction functions as a living organism, and therefore 
could be organized to respect principles, operations, laws and processes similar to those governing living organisms 
and systems [15, 16]. The study of biological phenomena by translating in morphological terms and applying the 
principles of these phenomena as a means of developing new structural and formal methods includes biotechnology, 
genetics, molecular biology, biochemistry, embryology and cell biology, as well as information technology, robotics, 
sophisticated mathematics and geometry. Advanced, parametric generated modelling and modelling. The availability 
of transgenic organisms and the parameterization of the architecture denote a hybridized tendency in proto architecture 
[17]. The practice of experimental design includes the biological and medical research laboratory as a prolific 
workshop environment to use the terminology specific to these disciplines as a generating principle and a systematic 
architectural process. Exploring the potential aesthetic impact of imaging created by medical or laboratory equipment, 
as well as including primary or advanced geometric operations, represent proto-hybrid design tools [18]. Biology and 
geometry have become a new plastic environment, being tools for expressing the architectural gestures defined by a 
non-Cartesian approach to biology and medicine. We define a prolific framework for designing and creating new 
living conditions. 
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The physical context in which the new architectural body will be implanted will become increasingly infused with 
"principles of bio-logic" (Kevin Kelly) merging "projected technology and nature to agglutination". Thus we place 
ourselves unmistakable to a paradigm shift, in which we outline a future neo-proto-biological era, in which 
architecture will exist through organisms that move living silicon polymers, software programs that evolve offline, 
adaptable and modular machines, spaces which includes coevolutionary pieces of furniture, robots and artificial 
intelligent entities, biologically manufactured viruses that have vindictive properties, neuronal synapses, mechanized 
body parts, simulated personalities as well as a vast ecology of computing devices in constant flux [19]. 
However, no matter how utopian these descriptions may be, the proto-architectural design does not imply defining 
a completely innovative vision, in which architecture is entirely replaced by neo-biological equipment and workshops, 
but rather by an evolutionary and emergent scenario [20]. In which the pre-existing, possibly vernacular context will 
be inserted, implanted by it, creating new hybrids and complex systems of architectural bodies. Research, rather than 
presenting predictive views, defines challenges by creating debates beyond parametric paradigms, which are not based 
purely on geometrically driven discourses in the digital domain [21]. 
Proto-architectural design represents the conviction of changes that inevitably occur in architecture and which 
require understanding beyond the traditional disciplinary boundaries, not only of how we understand the interaction 
between us and the space in its natural habitat, but also how architecture responds to architectural objects hybridized 
with biological matter, which creates semi-living systems described by an unpredictable nature [22]. The current 
architectural practice is critically challenged, not in terms of the instrumentation used as the basis of the design 
language, expertise and body of knowledge and emerging interdisciplinary work methodologies, but also in terms of 
its aesthetic intent. The new architectural body is defined by the ability to avoid some constraints imposed by the 
inheritance of a formal aesthetic that has affected architecture so profoundly during the last century. 
 
Figure 2. Structural stabilization of the spatial organization. 
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The current research segment is defined by new terms, taken from biology, as follows: "morphogenesis", 
"hydronics" "homeostasis"; which once introduced into the current design practice have far-reaching etymological 
implications on architectural language. Proto architecture as a design methodology embraces the attempts of emerging 
concepts, self-organization, self-assembly and self-replication, so structural bodies begin to be confused with 
biological organisms. In this context, hybridized design continues to be crucial in testing new phenomena and in 
developing a new vocabulary that articulates the potential of new semi-living architectural systems and processes, 
these "being-objects" that evolve in life, in part [23]. 
The research is based on ideas and projects often rejected as being too speculative or design or design hypotheses. 
Architecture is defined as a body without organs, becoming a relevant topic considered as the way of controlling, 
maintaining and sustaining living conditions, of handling and managing micro-organic matter in architecture, as well 
as growing semi-living structures. The role of hybrid design within the development and integration of devices, 
equipment, methods of supervision, support systems, prostheses and hinges are to enable the growth of the 
architectural body and helps them to develop in an architectural context that has significant relevance [24-26]. 
The practice of proto-architecture proposes the exploration of new minimal geometry, of a surface with 
fundamental characteristics integrated within the development of a new paradigm, as well as a new hybrid 
methodology and the use of advanced visualization and 3-D modelling software in both biological sciences, as well as 
in architecture [27]. Finally, the significance of morphogenesis procedures and new biomaterials is discussed, 
combined with the potential to facilitate the emergence of a modern aesthetic, defined to some extent by the 
reconfigured language necessary to express the proto-architectural design. 
2- Adaptive Cinematic and Scenic Morphologies 
The kinetic morphologies of the proto-architecture adaptive to the performing arts are based on the analysis of the 
development of the performing spatial organizations and on implementation methods on the scenic structure and the 
existing projected space [28]. The paper proposes an analysis of these methods, biological systems and models that 
can provide a basic framework for further development, ideas and strategies that can serve as a starting point for the 
development of the organization of hybrid proto-architectural bodies within the performative architecture. 
 
Figure 3. Proto-typing the architectural body - the interaction of the sub-systems. 
The research aims to identify specific organisms or biological organizations that have a high potential for the 
acquisition of structural and formal architectural features through their adaptive performance and successive 
transformation methods [29]. The analysis summarizes the processes underlying their metamorphosis and describes 
systems of digital geometric models that lead to their development into performative prototypes whose material and 
formal properties allow speculation about their architectural applicability. 
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2-1- Criteria: Research in the Field of Biology to Identify Phenomena of Possible Biological Organisms Whose 
Interactivity Affects Adaptive, Participatory and Interactive Performance 
 Types of linear or surface transformation: stretching, closing, unfolding, inflating; 
 Opacity vs. transparency; 
 Closed forms/organisms against perforated or open; 
 Changes in materials and textures; 
 Changes in surface qualities and their articulation (smooth to articulated); 
 Types of reactions and responses to stress, exposure, humidity, temperature; 
 Reactions in contact with other biological organisations. 
Figure 4. Ways in which the shape can regenerate, grow and / or adapt to the environment in which it is placed. 
Each of these systems, explaining the nature and type of their metamorphosis, is analysed and the underlying 
biological processes and syllogisms that guide and facilitate the respective transformations are identified and defined. 
Why is it transforming? How is it transformed? [30]. 
2-2- The Phase of Abstraction and Translation 
From the phenomenon to the system: The phenomena previously identified will be carried out in the second 
research phase. The morphological, tectonic and geometric characteristics and properties of the phenomena in question 
are identified and abstracted: the transition from the biological domain to an abstract digital environment. Digital 
kinetic models and animations are developed to simulate and test their systematic, tectonic and geometric 
transformations and limits within the logic of abstract systems [31]. The resolved digital forms and models do not yet 
contain any information about functions, materials or scales. 
 
Figure 5. Proto architectural complexes as integrated formal/spatial systems. The result of the lawful interaction of physical 
forces or organic systems where the shapes are integrated and adapted. 
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2-3- The Phase from Prototyping to Adaptive Implementation of the Architectural Body 
The most promising system must be introduced in Phase 3, which is defined exclusively by materializing the 
digital models developed in Phase 2 by examining and adding material systems and constraints. The kinetic models 
will be tested at a scale as close as possible to the real intended one, pushing the systems further towards an 
architectural alliance [32]. 
The goal is not to explore or test different materials and properties and their limitations, but to explore different 
biological, mechanical, kinetic or automated systems that facilitate the respective type of transformation. 
 
Figure 6. The design system of the prototypes is a combination of multi-systems. Each of them is produced based on the 
form of another and interact with each other under certain conditions. 
The geometry, form and structure of the architectural prototype (proto-architectural) as well as its materials, 
properties and performance allow first speculations about the scale of the system, the architectural function and the 
possible location in a (broader) architectural ensemble [33]. 
Today the abstraction is no longer that of the map, the double, the mirror or the concept. Simulation is no longer 
that of a territory, a referential being or a substance. It is the creation of a reality without origin or reality through 
models: a hyperreal. The territory no longer precedes the map and no longer survives it. It is nevertheless the map that 
precedes the territory - the precession of Simulacra - that creates the territory. It is the real map, not the map, whose 
traces here and there persist in the deserts, which are no longer those of the Empire, but ours. The desert of the real 
itself [34]. 
By applying certain digital frames to animated sequences of analogue research, a new digital material becomes 
visible and functional. Framing, overlaying and filtering with digital tools becomes a mode for selecting information. 
Forced distortion and manipulation should be distinguished between excessive information. A creative vision of "what 
to look for" and "how to look for" became two faces of the same problem in terms of interpretation and reading. In this 
sense, a more active and important role for representation began to activate the problem of presentation as opposed to 
representation [35]. 
However, all the processes in question must be carefully assessed in terms of their ability to design new solutions 
to specific problems that arise in their scientific field but are also relevant in an architectural context. As these generic 
processes are not initially able to solve problems outside their domain, they must be appropriate, improved and 
transferred in the field of architecture [36]. 
To this end, the intrinsic properties of a generative process will be analysed, abstracted and initially catalogued to 
be able to speculate on their potential for solving architectural and urban problems. In a next step, the process is 
described mathematically so that the results can be simulated and reproduced in a simple script or a parametric 
method.  
One of the ideas developed in this particular medium was to present rather than represent actions, problems, 
solutions and speculations. Animation was then understood not only as representation in time, but also as a way of 
thinking and understanding the constitution and construction of form within time. A strategy that takes time to 
construct forms could include more evidence or data, as well as dynamic inputs that are gradually incorporated as new 
problems and shifts to be solved [37]. 
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3- The Potential of the Architectural Body  
Search for guiding principles for a "behaviour-oriented" architecture. Architecture that responds to the human 
environment has created an old obsession to bring architectural forms to life. Some examples of this research are Karel 
Honzik's biotechnology: Functional Design and the Plant World (1937); Richard Neutra's Survival through Design 
(1954); Reyner Banham and François Dallegret's Environment Bubble (1965); Superstudios Microevent / 
Microenvironment (1972); Markos Novaks Transarchitecture (1995) and Karl Chus Genetic Architecture (2000). 
Their theoretical assumptions share an understanding of architectural achievements that relate to the ability to reflect 
and deduce the complexity of the natural organism. Although they come from different knowledge contexts, these 
assumptions have led to an architectural approach that is closely linked to life and its ability to flow and generate 
information. Intensity, expansion and potential are three concepts associated with the exponential influence of 
information on current architectural production. Their respective characteristics have created a fear that no longer 
arises from the desire to represent life, but from the desire to create it. It is suggested here to review some arguments 
in relation to the reasons why architecture has always been concerned with the integration of information domains 
[38]. 
 
Figure 7. Analogical method that relies on a precise initial investigation of the respective models, objectives and principles. 
4- Abstract: Digital Organisms 
With the dramatic development of information theories and related technologies the discipline of architecture has 
moved from a simple representation of life to the development of systems that ensure the conditions for its creation 
and sustainability. One of the consequences of this change is the disappearance of the object and its replacement by 
abstract systems, which are responsible for the creation of "total environments". This "life without objects" triggered 
numerous projects and researches aimed at developing the environments in which information would be considered. 
The common currency for all components of the physical or virtual, real - organic or non-organic, living or inert. This 
analogy Mechanics and electrical services with systems that regulate the living organism is remarkable because it 
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suggests that the accumulation of energy functions as diverse as those of climate, wireless and network-based systems 
implies the disappearance of the form, image and representation of the architectural object [39]. 
The proto architecture proposes a revision of the linear methods and systems, which are each binary of perception. 
Architectural objects should no longer be perceived as independent units, but as a unified body, a continuous 
discursive environment composed of different elements, but capable of interpolating and negotiating their elements by 
subjecting them to a self-referential process. Evolution and selection guided by the forces acting on them (as an 
organism) and the functional changes produced are a tribute to this conglomerate of mechanical, electrical and 
structural systems with their associated requirements and interactions [40]. Here the architectural mass is no longer a 
living machine, but instead a machine for the literal reproduction of life. The amniotic coating preserves and nourishes 
the human body and transmits and displays chemical, physical and biological information. It is important here that the 
house disappears as an object, while the information systems extend in all directions. Proto architecture is not limited 
to a collection of essential components to support the human body. It is above all a "baroque system" whose existence 
depends on its ability to collect, link and connect a wealth of information. In other words, the architectural organism is 
primarily an operational set of compressed data units. This amplified system is also reactive. It involves a multitude of 
adaptation processes to the external and internal environment of the human body [41]. The environment as a network 
of infrastructures marks the emergence of a performance design paradigm for an architecture of life, energy and 
regulated behaviour.[42] Similar to a living organism, the hybrid matter leaves the energy flows, with the organic 
veins forming a unified system of interconnected and interacting subsystems that efficiently combine to form a whole. 
Beyond its biological analogy, proto architecture resembles an abstract system of operating devices defined by the 
behaviours, skills, and knowledge sets that are born and shared. Architecture has finally become an interface for the 
transmission of energy, sensory and transparent flows. This radical mutation of the architectural object in an abstract 
system was largely influenced by the emergence of a new perception of the real [43]. 
 
Figure 8. Multi-behaviours systems – the wire keeps changing behaviours when it runs through the space, forming solid 
surfaces and space frame for the structure part by moving in different patterns. 
In the experiment, the network of energy and information that extends to any suitable living space is represented by 
a Cartesian surface, which of course is not only understood in a physical sense, but also as a visual-verbal metaphor 
for an ordered and rational distribution of resources [44]. This was presented as a project that represented a critical 
position in relation to the expansion of abstract networks stimulated by the increasing expansion of information 
resources. The latter developed a critical model that heralded the emergence of an information economy as a network 
that reconfigures both production and consumption until its final disappearance: the merged, integrated and unlimited 
platform of different information processes. With this experiment I tried to describe an anti-ideological architectural 
organism formed by an abstract machine of naturalized technology in which information penetrates and circulates on 
the surface [45]. 
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For morphogenesis architecture, the shape and matter do not cease to mediate the social and political spheres and is 
reduced to a concentrated "energy and communication network, an. dimensional model of knowledge. In this sense, 
the process presents the model of a mental attitude. This is not a three-dimensional model of reality that can be 
concretized by a simple transposition of the function, but a visual representation of a critical attitude towards (or hope 
for) design activity, understood as philosophical speculation, as a means [46]. 
 
Figure 9. The branching behaviour will continuous recursively and finally generate a whole form of tine recursive curves of 
continuity and hierarchy. The behaviours are not isolated, they exchange in different situations and are continuous. 
5- To Knowledge as Critical Existence 
In this protorealistic environment, the object is replaced by a unified field of flowing information, replacing 
typology, a spatial representation of the social structure, with a spontaneous, non-conflicting social arrangement [47]. 
The collective leads to connectivity, the causal event of ubiquitous fiction, the rigid structure of the open system, the 
border to the infinite horizon. The architectural organism represents a condition. The second critical digital parameter 
where information networks replace the hierarchical attributes of quantity and quality it marks the emergence of a 
coding mode underlying the omnipresence of information. It provides an information model in which each component 
of the system represents a "potential" for a particular event that spills over to the rest of the network [48]. 
The simulation expresses three main conditions related to the type of information.  
 First of all, these critical hybrids recognize the intensity associated with the information flows that penetrate the 
most in-depth structure of matter; 
 Secondly, the expansion of information networks has caused the disappearance of the object, or in other words, 
its reconfiguration and movement in an unlimited environment of transparent operations; 
 Thirdly, the conceptualization of the real in terms of information units implies that the environment and human 
nature are controlled, directed and managed by mechanisms which, when discovered, contribute to the formation 
of rules and guiding principles. 
These mechanisms form the basis of the laws that govern the space understanding of reality. The striking feature of 
these mechanisms is their ability to add, integrate and organize large amounts of information in systems that are 
perceived as increasingly abstract due to their complexity. These information mechanisms represent a reality that is 
frequently characterized by possibilities, instabilities and probabilities. Approaching our existence in terms of 
information reveals a world of intensity, expansion and potentiality in the image of hybrid architectural mechanical 
systems and morphogenesis endless information field [49]. 
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The main objective is, therefore, to identify processes by which architectural and urban fields can be effectively 
structured, modulated and differentiated on a variable scale and which can lead to unpredictable and interesting design 
results [50]. This is by nature, a heuristic and teleological process in which the characteristics of the architectural 
results depend on the original configuration. It is also an authentic architectural process, since its purpose is to 
systematically define and explore a given design space in order to find architectural solutions that are optimized for a 
given design problem. 
  
Figure 10. Initially, the first hierarchy of the design system 
is generated by agents that flow the vector field while affect 
one another with behaviours of cohesion, separation and 
alignment.  
Figure 11. Secondly, each agent will rad the structure data 
and branches to generate a curve between the former 
structure layers, based on the structure information. 
The investigation of the morphogenetic potential is one of the most interesting aspects of algorithmic design [51]. 
The significant difference between generating the form and finding the form should be clearly understood, since 
algorithmic design aims at exploiting its generative capacity rather than developing a method to inspire form 
discovery. A systematic variation of intrinsic and extrinsic forces leads to a wide range of possible results, while the 
range of parameter values determines the ability to produce unexpected results [52]. 
  
Figure 12. Bezier branches to generate former cohesion. Figure 13. Bezier branches to generate former separation 
and alignment. 
Complex architectural compositions can be perceived as intrinsic to process, propose, apply, analyse and describe 
complex phenomena and interdisciplinary concepts: Component shapes and structures of dynamic, self-optimised 
architectural bodies, which automatically consist of geometric systems Mobile phones based on network theory [53]. 
6- Digital Organisms as a Behavioural Model 
The introduction of information technology triggered this transformation of the studio into a science laboratory. 
From the very beginning, technological processes aimed to produce models that were increasingly efficient, precise 
and sensitive. The change in practice does not mean that architecture has become a new science, but that its 
instruments have become scientific. Based on current practice, these experimental procedures have gradually 
transformed the fixed and idealized state of the architect into a state that activates behavioural, reactive and adaptive 
systems [54]. One consequence has been the emergence of architectural models, which today more than ever are 
associated with the concepts of intensity, expansion and potentiality. Some current debates in the scientific community 
offer a perspective on how these three concepts can be evaluated and how they influence contemporary architectural 
production and the perception of reality associated with it [55]. 
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Figure 14. The navigation system can - to a certain extend - re-organize the organizational logic which might be initially implied. 
Architecture's ability to transmit and screen information has led to an exponential development of technologies that 
will take study of space as shape and matter back to the origins of life while advancing a future based on ever faster 
evolutionary processes. The emergence of new sciences based on the nature of information, such as genomics, 
biochemistry and computational biology, has accelerated our evolution and adaptation. This acceleration results from 
the increasing specialisation of technological tools, an excellent economy of death and time. In other terms: of 
architecture evolution and adaptation [56]. 
Compared to the long and patient growth of nature, the research points out that technology has shortened time to 
the limits of human understanding. The technology is seen as a function of the intensity, the intensity of memory and 
the association of information collected at all levels of reality. This exponential development of technology has 
changed our perception of the world and in particular its representation. One of the main consequences of this vision is 
the elimination of the distinction between living and non-living organisms. Science has indeed created a continuum 
between conscious and unconscious beings, considering that they are made of the same material substance but have a 
different organisation. While there are noticeable differences between living and living organisms and between 
conscious and unconscious beings, science also recognises an essential unity between them; a historical agreement, if 
we consider their processes of prebiotic and biological evolution [57, 58]. It is a question of boundaries, boundaries 
between architectural space and the environment. These boundaries are increasingly blurred by the mechanical nature 
of the information reported in kind. For scientists, who are continually researching molecular and atomic interactions, 
nature really seems to be animated by increasingly automated laws. This model of nature does not predict a post-
human era, as some would argue, but the emergence of a model in which man is no longer idealised and limited to a 
particular site [59]. In this model, people are more than ever the connected to the world while acknowledging the 
existence of typical genetic or molecular traces that inorganic matter belongs to humanity and all other sources of 
organic or organic material. Information has thus limited the limits and transformed a reality into a continuous 
expansion. A reality formed by abstract and comprehensive mechanisms that organise themselves and continuously 
recombine. 
In response to intense evolutionary technological models and extended shape limits, the experimental models are 
rooted in a set of laws, the number and yet limitation of which is hugely condensed in terms of information. With the 
exponential development of technology, laws have indeed generated models that combine both intense and extended 
operations [60]. These laws tend to be a continuum of guiding principles that develop the macroscale phenomena of 
our universe and microscale observations of matter. They form an inherently mechanical world, as we find 
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everywhere, classical laws such as the principle of relativity or abstract laws such as those of quantum theory. The 
nature of these laws and mechanisms expresses the potential for the unfolding of the dynamic processes taking place 
in nature. It is essential that this model of experimental thinking is based on an additional concept. The addition of a 
variety of principles leads to the emergence of potentials that are combined with the ultimate goal of playing a world 
that is comprehensively organized. There is no cause and effect, rather a combination of potentials, an addition of all 
events that can occur outside of a constraint. The potential proto-architectures model is particularly interesting given 
the nature of the information. With its ability to circulate in all fields of research, the data has increased the confluence 
of knowledge on a technological platform that is increasingly integrated but reconfigured continuously under the 
influence of potential parameters [61]. 
 
Figure 15. Parallel to typological and organizational developments the study was structured in phases that investigate the 
relationship between formal spatial organization and programmatic relationships that were taken up to a level of 
experiential affection. 
This computing capacity depends not only on intensive adaptation processes. It also contains an extension 
condition. Under the pressure of computational tools developed mainly in other fields of knowledge, today's 
architectural body is no longer autonomous, but is based on a variety of research areas. One of the consequences of 
this transdisciplinary state is the current proliferation of design activities in emerging fields such as materials and 
manufacturing research, interactive and immersive means and, most visibly, biologically inspired models. Greg Lynn 
remarked: "In the near future, it will not be surprising that architects will design molecules in science labs". In other 
words, the expansion of information and related technologies implies that architecture becomes increasingly porous 
other areas of knowledge. Its concerns are no longer limited to a specific size, but extend simultaneously to all scales, 
from the intrinsic structures of the material to the macroscale of environmental phenomena. As a result, the discipline 
faces a large number of parameters that are retransmitted, processed and resampled by sophisticated computer 
protocols. Surprisingly, these virtual engines are continuously driven by a wealth of information that blurs the 
boundaries between organic and inorganic materials, living organisms and living organisms. Architecture has now 
adopted extension bio-morphogenesis models and created a knowledge continuum that extends to all levels [48]. 
This continuum of hybridizing architecture has radically changed the nature of practice. With a great variety of 
information and technologies, architectural unity has evolved from a static to a dynamic state. It now resembles an 
energy system, which means that its existence depends on adding and assigning parameters, each of which is a 
potential condition for reconfiguring its intrinsic nature. Technology, in particular, has exponentially increased its 
ability to add parameters, producing models that are mostly idealistic and are referred to as "emergent". This term is 
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often used to describe an architectural entity that expresses a formal complexity generated by increasingly fuzzy 
computing operations. Nevertheless, the redundant use of this term is not surprising given the current reality, which 
appears increasingly unstable and changeable. 
Over the last 40 years, roughly since the emergence of information science and technology, architecture has 
undergone a profound change in its status. And yet it remains fascinated by the today's morphogenetic desires of life 
and its complexity. Given the three concepts of intensity, expansiveness and potentiality that operate in the deepest 
structures of our informed world, architecture is no longer interested in representing life, but in creating its conditions 
for evolution, adaptation and duration [62]. The architectural body is now sensitive, mutative and responsive to its 
existence or, as Peter Sloterdijk puts it, now encompasses the environmental "spheres" of our world. 
The configuration of an iterative process, in which the primary sequence is continuously reorganized after the 
preliminary evaluation of results, becomes an essential problem of the design process once a basic logic has been 
established, as design research shows the success of the slow construction of a complex system on a relatively simple 
philosophy. 
The systematic exploration and subsequent application of the emergent and non-linear behaviour of the system 
leads to the emergence of new and unpredictable design models within the design process. In order to expand the 
repertoire of formal geometries, it is necessary to systematically investigate what contemporary science can contribute 
to architecture and urbanism beyond the well-known classical canon [63]. The acquisition of complex recurrent 
geometric models and the underlying mathematical and biological concepts as well as the understanding of emerging 
fractal, chaotic or self-optimizing systems and their up- and proliferation logic will be used as a source for the 
experimental development of architectural and urbanistic patterns with high differentiation and varying degrees of 
density that can accommodate a whole range of emerging hybrid spatial conditions. 
7- Conclusion 
Procedural, parametric and generative computer-supported techniques in combination with mass customization and 
automated fabrication enable holistic manipulation in silico and the subsequent production of increasingly complex 
architectural arrangements. By automating parts of the design process, computers make it easier to develop design 
through versioning and gradual adjustment. In recent architectural discourse, these approach to designing have been 
described as morphogenesis. This paper invites further reflection on the possible meaning of this imported concept in 
the field of architectural designing. Deriving examples from case-studies, the paper suggests potentials for 
collaboration and opportunities for bi-directional knowledge transfers. 
This research paper has considered existing understandings of morphogenesis in architectural design and biology 
by discussing examples of cellular, computationally – generated structures, constructed to represent the morphogenesis 
of a proto architectural organism. The comparison between the arrangements and the respective modes of production 
in these case-studies demonstrated that semi-living architectural morphogenesis is characterised by complex and 
flexible mechanisms that can suggest interesting directions for the development of procedural techniques in the 
architectural domain. Amongst these directions were: 1) implementation of a multi-level hierarchy reflecting 
functional and structural composition of an architectural arrangement similar to that describing the organisation of a 
simple biological organisation; 2) implementation of a capability for dynamism in the exchange of signals between 
organisms; and 3) implementation of another kind of dynamism that can account for topological changes through 
adaptive structures and kinetic morphologies. Illustrated examples of computational models simulating effects of 
various control mechanisms in architectural prototypes demonstrated practical effects of selective growth capable of 
producing kinetic semi-living architectural organism.   
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